Video contest 2021, vote for your 3 favorite videos now

Promotional offer
Until November 30th, we are offering:
Pianoteq Studio Bundle 20% off
Pianoteq Pro 20% off
Pianoteq Standard 20% off
Upgrade to Standard/Pro 20% off
Instrument packs 20% off
Organteq 20% off
Take the opportunity now

PI ANO TEQ

Pianoteq 7: a mature technology

Pianoteq features highlight

Physically modelled piano
Real time sound generation
Full dynamics - no velocity switching
Very expressive with superb playability
Sounds and behaves just like a real piano
Unique tuning, voicing and design adjustments
Morphing and Layering features
Mic position, up to 5 mics
Multi channel, up to 5 channels
Piano factory - easily create your own piano
Many effects + a convolution reverb
Advanced preset and parameter manager
Unlimited perspectives
64-bit versions available
Native Linux (x86) version available
Works great on any modern laptop
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Fast loading - just 50 MB in size

They talk about Pianoteq

Jason Graves
video game composer
Dead Space, Star Trek, Silent Hunter

«Pianoteq PRO is by far the most flexible and best-sounding virtual piano in my arsenal of plug-ins, and I have them
all!»

More artist quotes

Pianoteq compatibility

Pianoteq instrument packs

O RGANTEQ

Organteq: physically modelled pipe organs

Organteq features highlight

Physically modelled organ
Real time sound generation
Three five-octave keyboards and a thirty-two note pedal keyboard
Ten assignable stops per keyboard
Pipe-per-pipe adjustable parameters for each stop

Pipe-per-pipe adjustable parameters for each stop
Adjustable tremulant
Adjustable expression pedal
Adjustable crescendo pedal
Adjustable keyboard couplers
Adjustable combinations ("presets" for stops)
Customizable reverb, from dry to wet sound
Adjustable diapason and temperament
Fine-tuning note-per-note
MIDI Learn feature for assigning external MIDI devices
MIDI Mapping with keyboard-split feature
Works great on any modern laptop
Fast loading - just 20 MB in size

They talk about Organteq

John 'Rabbit' Bundrick
keyboardist and composer
Bob Marley, The Who, Johnny Nash

«Never mind the other organs. USE THIS ONE. I was using the demo for while, just to see what it was like. I told
myself, "I wish I could use it in Logic." So I bought it, and it is absolutely fabulous.»

More artist quotes

Organteq compatibility
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